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Keeping you up-to-date with our activities

Careful cuts help us
through a difficult year
Because of circumstances entirely beyond our
control – including the disastrous post-Brexit
Sterling exchange rate – we had to make some
serious program economies last year. We may have
to make more this year.
As anticipated, our income for 2017 fell by around
2.5 million Bt. At the beginning of that year we had
already planned ahead with selected economies to
cover the expected shortfall. That involved some
difficult decisions. Our administration expenses are
usually less than 3% of total expenditure and there
were no areas where costs could be further
reduced. That meant cuts could only be made in
program expenditure.

What we cut – page 6

Our clear vision for the Kiriwong
novices
Besides supporting their education, we also help take
care of the health of the novices at Kiriwong High
School. At the beginning of each academic year we
arrange for a professional eye test for all the new
students. Last year, 35 youngsters aged 12-13
ordained to study at the school. The majority are
from impoverished farming families and most had
never had their eyesight checked before. Although
only six needed glasses, the optician said that one of
them had the worst eyesight he had ever known in
such a young boy.

Kiriwong news – page 8

Giving something back
Over the years our scholarship students have donated
thousands of liters of blood to help others. They also
find many other ways of voluntarily helping needy
people in their own society, something we greatly

encourage.

Giving back – page 11

Figures in the magazine are in Thai Baht. Exchange rates for major currencies are shown on the back page.
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Letters from our students
All letters are written by the students. Some are received in
English and others are written in Thai and then translated
by teachers or SET staff. Letters may be ‘tidied up’ but
otherwise are printed without alteration, even if the English
is a little clumsy. Some ‘letters’ may be taken from personal
student interviews.

Some of the youngsters you help support
It all became too much
for me
Two years ago I gained a
place to study Science at
Silpakorn University in
Bangkok. Silpakorn is one
of the best and most

Our village kids
Most SET scholarships are awarded to students at
12 major school, vocational college and university
centers, each with at least 100 scholarships.

respected universities in
Thailand but is also one of
the most expensive. Apart from the fees and other
study expenses, the cost of living in Bangkok is very
high. I was far from my home village, so I had to rent

We also have two smaller programs: the Village

a dormitory. Even though I worked a part-time job

Groups. One is in Sisaket in the northeast and the

for as many hours as I could, the costs became too

other is in Uttaradit in the lower north. Each is

much for me. My grades were good but after my first

centered on one isolated village but draws needy

year I had to drop out. I was very upset about my

youngsters from several surrounding communities.

situation but I had to be practical, though I was still

The scholarship quotas are usually between 30-40

determined to gain a degree.

and the students study at many scattered colleges
and universities. Without SET support, few would be
able to study for vocational skills or degrees at all.
Most would likely become subsistence rice farmers.
Uttaradit is 260 kilometers from SET’s Nakhon Sawan
base. Our trustees visit the village at the start of each
semester to present scholarships. The presentations
are very informal and are held on a Sunday, when all
the students can return to the village. That gives us
plenty of time to chat about their progress and
review grades. The letters on this and the next page
are all from students in the Uttaradit Village Group.

I returned to my village and enrolled at a university in
my home city. It isn’t as well-respected as Silpakorn,
but is much cheaper. I also don’t have to pay for a
dormitory because I can live with my grandmother.
She is bedridden and can’t work but we receive
almost no support from my separated parents, so I
still have a struggle to make ends meet. I work as a
laborer during the long summer holiday but I am
always desperately short of money for my study
expenses. Now I have your scholarship, my life has
become much easier. Thank you all.
Sirikran, scholarship 6921
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I have a better
future, thanks to you

I was lucky because you chose me for a scholarship. I

My family is very poor.

my studies without your help, so my mum and I are

get 10,000 Bt every semester. I could not continue

My father passed away a

very grateful.

few years ago. Now my

I don’t regret being poor

mother works as a farm
laborer, looking after a
neighbor’s cows and
helping in the fields. She
earns only a little money each day and it isn’t enough
for her to take care of the family. I have an older
sister who wanted to study at college after high
school but she decided not to. Instead, she got a job
to help with the family income. I thought that was
very unselfish of her.
Even with my mother and sister both working, they
don’t earn enough to support my studies for a
vocational diploma in Business Computer, so I am
very grateful for the opportunity SET has given me.
Now I can see a better future for myself and my
family. My sister gave up her own education to help
the family so if I can get a good job I would like to
support her while she goes back to study.
Niphawan, scholarship 6915

Mum insisted I study more
I’m studying Auto
Repair. I need your help
because my mum

Katharwut, scholarship 6916

I am in my first year at
university studying to
be a teacher of Maths.
My course is five years
but the first year is the
most expensive because
new students have to
buy uniforms and pay
many other extra costs,
besides the tuition fee.
My parents are separated and I stay with my mum.
She works as a laborer in whatever job she can find.
Sometimes she works in the rice fields and
sometimes on building sites, mixing cement. At the
weekends and during holidays I help her as much as I
can in whatever job she has. Sometimes she has no
work, so then we have no income at all.
I was born in a poor family but I don’t really regret
that. Being poor has made me more careful about
money and I’ve had to learn how to budget. I believe
it’s up to each individual to make the best of life and
take every opportunity to advance and make their
own future better. That’s what I am determined to do

doesn’t earn enough to

but I still need your help to do it.

support me. She works

The leader of our village made an announcement on

as a laborer and earns

the village loudspeaker system that some new SET

only 300 Bt each day. I

scholarships were available last year, so I decided to

feel sorry for her

apply for one. Many young people around my village

because she works so

are very poor and need help. I was very lucky to get

hard for such little

the scholarship because last year there were not as

money. I have a part-time job in the evenings and at

many as before. Your help is very valuable to me so I

weekends to try to help her.

promise I will carefully budget my money and use it

I finished three years of studying for my vocational

only for my studies. Thank you for giving me this

certificate in 2016. I decided then that I would get a

good opportunity.

Yothitra, scholarship 6917

job to help my mum but she insisted I study for two
more years for a diploma. She said that would give us
both a better future. I agreed, but then we realized
that studying for the diploma was too expensive. I
have to pay more than 7,500 Bt every semester. Then

These are typical of the youngsters you support but
there are many more who need your help. Please
see the back page for ways to donate. Thank you.
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Student interviews

We find the youngsters most in need of your support

I have to do my homework by candlelight

seven kilometers to the school,

He’s only twelve years old but Anurak Ruamsumrong already has very
poor eyesight. That’s not surprising. For the past four years he’s been
doing his homework by candlelight.

with Anurak riding on the cross
bar. She collects him again in
the evening.
Anurak told us: “I love my
granny very much and think of
her as my mother. It makes me
sad that she gets so tired when
she has to take me to school,
especially if it’s raining. I could
ride the bike myself but granny
says the city roads are too
dangerous. She doesn’t want
me to miss a single day of
school, so even when she’s not
well and has no money to give
me for the bus, she is happy to
peddle me all the way.
“The house we live in has no

Anurak studies at an inner-city school in
Nakhon Sawan. He was awarded a SET
scholarship at the beginning of the 2017
academic year, when he had just started
grade seven.
Besides giving the usual required data on

“I worry about what
will happen to granny
when we have to
leave the house. It
will break my heart to
be parted from her”

our scholarship application form, we ask

electricity so I have to do my
homework by candle light. My
eyes get very tired. We also
don’t have a fan, so the house
gets very hot. Then I must wipe
myself down with a wet cloth to
try to stay cool.

new students to tell us something more

“I worry about what will happen

about their family background. Anurak’s story caught our attention so we

to us when we have to leave

followed up with an interview with him at his school, together with his

the house. I can live free in a

homeroom teacher and the school director.

monastery as a temple boy but

Like so many SET students, Anurak was abandoned by his parents when he
was only eight years old. He was left in the care of his grandmother and his
parents haven’t been heard from since.

I don’t know where granny will
go. It would break my heart to
be parted from her.”

Granny – now 66 – can’t work much and her only income is from selling

What we’re doing to help

government lottery tickets from a tray in the market. The most she has ever

Anurak’s scholarship will take

earned in one month is 1,400 Bt but usually she makes less; sometimes not

him all the way through high

even enough to buy food.

school and later – if he wants -

Anurak and granny are squatting in an abandoned house which was
repossessed by a bank four years ago. They pay no rent. The house has a
water supply but the electricity has been disconnected. When we
interviewed Anurak, it was likely that the bank would soon tell him and
granny to vacate the house, so it can be sold. They have nowhere to go.
When she can, granny gives Anurak 40 Bt each day. His bus fares to and
from school are 20 Bt, leaving only 20 Bt to buy lunch - that’s on a good
day. When granny has no money for bus fares, she peddles an old bicycle

to vocational college or
university. Additionally, we gave
him a special grant of 3,000 Bt
to be administered by the
school for his bus fares and
lunch. We are also arranging
for an eye test for him and will
(continued next page)
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(Anurak continued)

supply glasses. His teachers
also rallied round. Fearing fire,
at their own expense they
replaced the candles in the
house with battery lamps.
When they visited, they also
noticed that the cooking gas
canister was empty. Granny
had no money to replace it.
The teachers are now making
sure it is always kept full. They
are also now seeking a local
monastery which may have a
spare room for both Anurak
and granny, so they can stay
together.

My mum took a big risk for us

because my financial situation is so bad.

“My mum took on a huge debt – and a big risk –

“My mum used to sell food from a cart in the market.

because she wants my sister and me to have a

She didn’t earn much and most of her small profit

good education.
“My dad passed away when I was very young, so my
mum was left to take care of me and my older sister.
My mum is from a very poor family. She was only
educated to primary school level but she wanted her
children to have a better future and attend university.
The only way she could pay for my older sister’s fees
and other expenses was to borrow from a loan shark.
They charge high interest and once you borrow from
them, it’s very difficult to get out of debt. That’s the
situation for many poor families in Thailand.
“My mum borrowed again when I started university a
couple of years after my sister. I’m 18 and in my first
year of studying to be a teacher. Mum’s plan was that
if my sister was able to finish her studies and get a
good job, she would be able to pay off the debt and
also help towards my education expenses. I hope it
works out like that but meanwhile we’re struggling
just to get by from day to day.
“Some of my university friends always want the latest
phone, fashionable clothes, shoes and make-up. I
don’t want any of that; I’m only interested in getting
my degree. I can’t afford those things anyway

had to be paid to the loan sharks. She just about
managed until a few
months ago when she
had a stroke. Now she
can’t work at all, so I had
to take over the food
cart. I get up every day at
3am to buy fresh food at
the market, then cook it
to sell. I make curries,

According to the
Thai Chamber
of Commerce,
last year 53% of
parents had to
borrow for their
children’s higher
education

fried pork, hot soup and
drinks. I work in the market until 7am.
“I have to be at university at 8am. I finish studying at
4pm and then go straight to an apartment block
where I mop the halls and stairways. I am always very
tired, but even though I work so many hours I
sometimes don’t have even 30 Bt to buy lunch in the
university canteen.
“I am so grateful that SET is helping me now. I will
still carry on working as before but my scholarship
has eased a lot of pressure and worry for me and my
mother. I have always tried to be a good student and
I promise I won’t let you down”.
Chorlada, scholarship 7357
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Scholarships and student welfare

Welfare grants take brunt of
economies
SET scholarships are always long-term. They take
students all the way through their current courses
and are often extended to support them through
their next level of study. They always cover tuition
fees, with a little left over for daily expenses.
Welfare grants are different.
While scholarships are awarded to students from the
most impoverished families and are long-term,

All that jazz
Western musical instruments are not often used in
Thai compositions – except for the saxophone. The
sax was made popular by the late King Rama 9, who
was a great jazz and blues aficionado. He not only
composed and recorded many jazz numbers of his
own, he also jammed with some of the greatest jazz
players, including Benny Goodman (pictured).
SET scholarship student Chonthicha was inspired by
the King’s music when she was a child, so much so
that she decided to become a music teacher.
We first met Chonthicha when we awarded her a
scholarship to study at high school. Her final grades
were excellent and we extended the scholarship so
she could attend university to study Music. She has
just completed her degree.
When we visit
our centers to
present
scholarships, we
are often greeted
with a show of
Thai dance or
music. Last year,
Chonthicha

grants are one-off and are given to students who
have some proven temporary or emergency financial
need. Grants are usually used to pay for dormitory
accommodation, bus fares, uniform, canteen lunch or
other education-related expenses.
In 2017, the cuts we had to
make were mostly in the
Welfare Grants Program. In
recent years we’ve awarded
more than 1,000 grants
each year, with standard

Every donation,
no matter how
small, will make
a difference to a
needy youngster

values of 2,000 Bt, 3,000 Bt
and 5,000 Bt. In 2016, we gave 1,314 grants with a
total value of 4.68 M Bt. In 2017, that was reduced to
1,078 grants with a value of 3.65 M Bt.
We also had to make economies in the number of
new scholarships awarded. In 2016, we gave 1,482
scholarships with a value of 21.07 M Bt. Last year,
that was reduced to 1,437, with a value of 20.44 M Bt.
What of 2018? A high percentage of our annual
income is received from major donors in March, just
before the start of the new academic year. Not
knowing yet what donations may amount to, it’s too
early to plan what economies may have to be made.
We have prepared plans to meet any possible

instead

contingency, but we hope we don’t have to use them.

enthusiastically

We have to be realistic about our financial situation

performed
several
saxophone
numbers for us,
all composed by
the late King.

and declining income, but we obviously want to
make the minimum number of cuts necessary. How
well we succeed is entirely up to the generosity and
compassion of our supporters. Every donation, no
matter how small, will make a difference. Please see
the back page for ways to donate.
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We’re still needed as
much as ever
Although we may have to
make some economies this
year, we’re hoping to
maintain our usual
scholarship quotas. If we’re
forced to make cuts, they’re
likely to be in the number of
welfare grants we can offer.
But we may have to do both.
The full fixed scholarship
quotas at our 12 main centers
total 1,350, including 400
university students, 600 at
vocational college and 350 at
high school. There are also
around 80 more youngsters in
our two minor Village Group
Programs, studying at a mix of
colleges and universities, plus
another 20 former high school
scholarship students now at
scattered universities. So,
around 1,450 scholarships. But
instead of considering cutting
those figures, we should be
trying to increase them.

No money to get to college
Tawatchai, 17, is studying Auto Mechanics at vocational college. He is a
typical recipient of a welfare grant. Abandoned by his parents at a young
age, Tawatchai has lived most of his life with his blind grandmother. Her
only income is a 700 Bt monthly disability pension. Tawatchai - pictured at
home with his gran and a college welfare officer - works every weekend as
a farm laborer to help meet his daily education costs, as well as to help care
for his gran. Last year, all the local farms were flooded and there was no
casual work available, so he couldn’t earn money for his bus fares to
college, nor to buy canteen lunch. We solved his problem with a welfare
grant of 3,000 Bt and another later in the semester.

Flooding takes its annual toll
Flooding is typical of the problems many rural families face every year. One
of our scholarship students lives in this house, which was totally submerged
in green stagnant water for two months last year. The family was able to

SET has been working with

move in with neighbors on higher ground until the water subsided, but

impoverished youngsters for 24

their entire farm crop was lost, leaving the family impoverished.

years. It would be encouraging
to report that fewer now need
our support, whether for
scholarships or grants. Sadly,
the situation hasn’t improved.
Reforms in the system have
made the quality of education
better over the years but there
are still just as many youngsters
who can’t get a good start on
the education ladder, simply
because of their impoverished
backgrounds. If we and our
supporters can’t help them,
nobody will.
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Kiriwong Novice School
Determined to succeed
SET scholarship students generally share two
things in common: they are all from disadvantaged
backgrounds and they are all determined to gain
the best education they can to make a success of
their lives.
Amongst the most disadvantaged – and perhaps the
most determined - are boys who are prepared at only
12 or 13 years old to leave home and family to ordain
as novice monks and study at Kiriwong School. Their
parents are usually subsistence farmers who were
themselves disadvantaged as children. Often the
parents did not study beyond primary school, but the
boys want a different path in life and a better future.
Kiriwong has only about 100 novice students but it
provides an excellent learning environment. It’s also
entirely free. Some of the teachers are themselves
former Kiriwong novices who later gained teaching
degrees with SET scholarships. They are also from
poor backgrounds and appreciate the difficulties of
novice life. Even the school’s headmaster was
originally a Kiriwong novice.

Preparing youngsters for the future
the rules provide a good framework for their mental,
moral and social development. At Kiriwong, there are
none of the problems sometimes found in ‘ordinary’
schools, like gang rivalry, bullying, drug abuse and
general hooliganism. Kiriwong is a good environment
to prepare youngsters for the future.
The school is also successful at producing real
achievers. During the 12 years of our support, nearly
two hundred former novices have gone on to gain
vocational qualifications or university degrees.
When they finish their high school studies and
disrobe, the former novices are guaranteed a SET
scholarship to study to a higher level. Not all take up
the opportunity. Some immediately look for work so
they can contribute to the family income, while a few
return home to work on the family farm. But most are
keen to continue studying.
There are currently 24 former novices at various
stages of their higher education. Those at vocational
college are studying Mechanics, Business Computer,
Welding, Electrical Power, Building Construction and
Mechatronics while those at university are studying
for degrees in English, Thai, Public Administration

The life of a novice isn’t easy. Monastic discipline is

and Mathematics. Because they study at widely

strict – especially for energetic teenage boys – but

scattered colleges and universities, they return to
Kiriwong at the opening
of each semester to
reunite and to receive
their scholarship money
from a SET trustee.
Having spent six years
studying and living
closely together at the
monastery, the boys
often form lasting
friendships, so the
reunions are always very
happy occasions.
Pictured, some of the
former novices now in
higher education,
reunited at Kiriwong last
semester to receive their
scholarship money.
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Understanding the final frontier
Thailand isn’t likely to send anybody into space in
the near future, but there’s a great deal of interest
in space exploration, especially amongst teenage
boys. The Kiriwong novices are no exception.
Every year we send them on a daytrip, which besides
being educational is always good fun. At their own
request, late last year we sent them to the Space
Inspirium Learning Center, which features static and
inter-active displays of mankind’s efforts to explore
the universe. The novices were fascinated; at least a
couple of the younger boys decided there and then
that they wanted to join the NASA space program.

Practice makes perfect
Kiriwong teaches a normal school
curriculum but the novices must also
study the teaching of the Buddha, in
theory and in practice.
The practice includes Buddhist meditation
techniques. Many of the new novices are
very young – only 12 or 13 years old - and
haven’t yet developed the mental
discipline for lengthy sitting sessions; they
tend to nod off. Some of the older novices
who have been practicing for several years
are quite skilled and can sit in the lotus
position for hours. They’ve also learned by
heart the lengthy and very difficult Pali
chanting, much of which is believed to be
the words of the Buddha.
Every year we part-sponsor Kiriwong’s
week-long meditation retreat for the
novices. It’s held at a quiet forest
monastery which has an acknowledged
meditation master to guide the boys in
their practice and understanding.
Although advanced meditation can bring
great spiritual benefits, even the most
basic practice can reduce stress and
greatly increase concentration ability.
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Saengsawan Orphanage

Bringing joy into the orphans’ lives

Pizza by the pool
Our sole aim in our support of Saengsawan is to
bring some joy into the children’s lives.
The children are well looked after by professionals
who really care, but they don’t have much fun in their
lives. Many local people living near the orphanage in
Nakhon Sawan donate food, toys and necessities to
the children, but only SET takes them on regular
outings when they can really enjoy themselves. Their
favorite fun day out is to a local swim park, where we
take them at least twice a year. Like all kids, they love
splashing around in the water and playing on the
slides and other attractions. We also give them a
special poolside lunch – during the most recent visit
it was pizza, which they rarely get to eat but always
greatly enjoy.

The most recent swim day cost only 11,000 Bt for 60
children, including transport, insurance, entrance fee
and lunch, so at just 183 Bt for each child it’s very
worthwhile expenditure.

Another favorite treat
Besides their trips to the swim park, the
children also look forward to special dinners at
a pork barbeque restaurant. It’s close to the
orphanage, so we can take them there a couple
of times a year. Besides being very different
from the dinners prepared at the orphanage,
the great attraction is that the children cook
their own food on charcoal burners at the table
– and they can eat as much as they want. Like
the swim days, it’s a great way of bringing a
little fun into their lives.
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Giving something back

“SET teaches us to care about
other people”
We encourage all our scholarship students to
voluntarily give something back to other needy
people in society, as a way of saying ’thanks’ for
the help they receive from SET. They find many
and varied ways of doing it.
Hundreds of students regularly donate blood but the
more squeamish find other ways of giving. Some
give their time by making regular visits to a school
for children with special needs. One 17-year-old
student told us: “The children really enjoy our visits.
Just sitting and playing with them seems to brighten
their day and makes a difference to them. It makes a
difference to us
too. We’re all
from poor
families and have
problems, but
now we
appreciate that
other people
have problems
too, even if
they’re not the
same as our own.
It makes us want
to contribute
towards a more
caring society”.

Vocational students studying electronics, electricity
and auto mechanics hold regular ‘Fix It’ days in
remote villages, when locals can take their broken
appliances, cars, motorcycles or tractors to be
repaired free of charge. As well as being helpful to
the villagers, it’s also good practice for the students.
Some students work in teams to tidy public parks or
monastery grounds, while others smarten-up village
schools. Although they’re not training to be teachers,
some vocational students studying computer-related
subjects teach basic IT skills at rural primary schools.
The schools may have computers but often do not
have specialized IT teachers.
SET doesn’t financially sponsor such activities but it’s
very encouraging to see that our students respond so
well and are so enthusiastic about ‘giving back’. They
make us very proud.
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It’s easy to change the future of a needy youngster

CONTACT US

Donating from the UK and Europe

SET in Thailand

Our UK sister charity The Students’ Education Trust has its own
website and PayPal account. It can accept donations in

Contact: Peter Robinson, The SET
Foundation, PO Box 19, A. Muang,

Sterling or Euro by credit card, cheque, bank transfer,

Nakhon Sawan 60000, Thailand.

standing order, Charities Aid Foundation vouchers and Payroll Giving.

Email: SET_THAI@hotmail.com

As a great bonus, donations from UK taxpayers can be increased by

Phone (Inter): + 66 87204 8018

25% through the Gift Aid program. To donate, please visit the Students’

Phone (Thailand): 087204 8018

Education Trust website, shown in the ‘Contact us’ column.

Web site:

You could also try selling your unwanted goods for us on
ebay. Follow the link below and enter Students’ Education
Trust in the charity search box:
www.ebay.co.uk/egw/ebay-for-charity/charity-search?ps=10

Donating from the USA
Friends of SET-USA can accept donations by cheque or bank transfer.
Donors can also set up standing orders to make monthly gifts.
Bank transfers should be made to Friends of SET-USA, account
4343070478, BancFirst, 2500 S. Cornwell, Yukon, Oklahoma 73099, USA.
Routing number: 103003632.

www.thaistudentcharity.org
Bank account: The SET Foundation,
account 104-2-65347-7, Kasikorn
Bank, Kosi Rd Branch, A. Muang,
Nakhon Sawan 60000, Thailand.
(SWIFT code: KASITHBK for onward
transmission to 04-104).

The Students’ Education Trust
Registered charity 1090708

Contact: Joanna Herbert-Stepney,
Old Village Stores, Dippenhall St,

Cheques should be made payable to Friends of SET-USA and sent to

Crondall, Farnham, Surrey GU10

Michael Brooks, PO Box 396 Wheatland, Oklahoma 73097.

5NZ, UK.

Credit card donations can be made on our main website.

Phone: 01252 850 253

Please see the ‘Contact us’ column. Credit card donations

Email: SET.UK@btinternet.com

come directly to SET in Thailand, not to Friends of SET-USA.

Donating from any country
SET in Thailand can accept donations by credit card, international bank
transfer or by cheque. To donate by credit card, please
visit our main website, shown in the ‘Contact us’ column.
International transfers can be made to The SET Foundation, account
104-2-65347-7, Kasikorn Bank, Kosi Rd Branch, Amphur Muang, Nakhon

Web site:
www.thaistudentcharity.org.uk

Friends of SET-USA
Contact: Mike Brooks, Friends of
SET-USA, PO Box 396 Wheatland,
Oklahoma 73097, USA.
Email: mike.valairat@gmail.com

Sawan 60000, Thailand. Please be sure to give your bank the full SWIFT
code: KASITHBK for onward transmission to 04-104.
Cheques made payable to The SET Foundation can be sent to PO Box
19, Amphur Muang, Nakhon Sawan 60000, Thailand.

Donating from within Thailand

Exchange rates
The magazine shows figures in
Thai Baht (Bt). Exchange rates on
01 February were:
£1 = 44.64 Bt. US$1 = 31.34 Bt.

Donations by credit card can be made on our website.

€1 = 39.00 Bt. AUD1 = 25.11 Bt.

You can transfer a donation directly to our bank account:

SGD1 = 23.87 Bt. CAD1 = 25.46 Bt.

The SET Foundation, account 104-2-65347-7, Kasikorn Bank, Kosi Rd

However you make a donation, a

Branch, Amphur Muang, Nakhon Sawan 60000. Donations by cheque

receipt and letter of thanks will

payable to The SET Foundation can be sent to PO Box 19, Amphur

be sent to you.

Muang, Nakhon Sawan 60000.

Thank you for your support of

Donations from Thai tax-payers are tax-deductible. Please ask us for a
tax receipt when you make your donation.

our needy youngsters.

